social sciences books

30% off from University of Minnesota Press
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sociology and Social Movements</td>
<td>3–4, 11–13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American and Indigenous Studies</td>
<td>4–5, 10, 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>4, 13, 18, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>6–8, 13, 16, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>8–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender and Sexuality</td>
<td>10–12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>13, 15–19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race and Ethnic Studies</td>
<td>10–11, 14, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture and Urban Studies</td>
<td>15, 18–19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy and Theory</td>
<td>20–21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature and Also of Interest</td>
<td>23–25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anthony Ryan Hatch demonstrates that the pervasive use of psychoactive drugs has not only defined and enabled mass incarceration but has also become central to other forms of captivity, including foster homes, military and immigrant detention centers, and nursing homes. *Silent Cells* shows how, in shockingly large numbers, federal, state, and local governments and government-authorized private agencies pacify people with drugs, uncovering patterns of institutional violence that threaten basic human and civil rights. Drawing on publicly available records, Hatch unearths the coercive ways that psychotropics serve to manufacture compliance and docility, practices hidden behind layers of state secrecy, medical complicity, and corporate profiteering.

“A groundbreaking study of psychiatric violence in U.S. prisons.”

—Lisa Guenther, author of *Solitary Confinement*
Standing with Standing Rock

Voices from the #NoDAPL Movement

NICK ESTES AND JASKIRAN DHILLON, EDITORS

Amid the Standing Rock movement to protect the land and the water that millions depend on for life, the Oceti Sakowin (the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota people) reunited. Through poetry and prose, essays, photography, interviews, and polemical interventions, the contributors reflect on Indigenous history and politics and on the movement’s significance. Their work challenges our understanding of colonial history not simply as “lessons learned” but as essential guideposts for activism.

“This is just the beginning of a revolution.”
—Zaysha Grinnell, from the interior

List of contributors: z.umn.edu/standingrock
Part manifesto, part memoir, *This Wound Is a World* is an invitation to “cut a hole in the sky / to world inside.” Belcourt issues a call to turn to love and sex to understand how Indigenous peoples shoulder their sadness and pain without giving up on the future. His poems upset genre and play with form, scavenging for a decolonial kind of heaven where “everyone is at least a little gay.” Presented here with several additional poems, this prize-winning collection pursues fresh directions for queer and decolonial theory as it opens uncharted paths for Indigenous poetry in North America.

“This Wound Is a World is a wonder.” —Tommy Orange, author of *There There*
From Montaigne to Montaigne

Claude Lévi-Strauss

EDITED BY EMMANUEL DÉSVEAUX
INTRODUCTION BY PETER SKAFISH
TRANSLATED BY ROBERT BONONNO

Bracketing the career of one of the most celebrated anthropologists of the twentieth century, two lectures (from 1937 and 1992) reveal how Claude Lévi-Strauss’s ethnography begins and ends with the French essayist Michel de Montaigne. Published here for the first time, these lectures offer new insight into the development of ethnography and the thinking of one of its most important practitioners.

6 $11.00 $15.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0638-2
7 $45.00 $64.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0637-5
120 pages • Available November 2019
Meth alchemists in the United States tap the occulted potencies of industrial chemical and big pharma products to try to cure the ills of precarious living: underemployment, insecurity, and the feeling of idleness. The Alchemy of Meth is a nonfiction story about St. Jude County, Missouri, where the toxic inheritance of deindustrialization meets the violent hope of this drug-making cottage industry. Jason Pine bases the book on fieldwork among meth cooks, recovery professionals, pastors, public defenders, narcotics agents, and pharmaceutical executives. Pine looks at meth through materials, landscapes, and institutions: the sprawling context that makes methlabs possible.

“The contemporary political moment makes this book particularly timely, but its grace and power will remain timeless.”

—Anthony Marra, author of A Constellation of Vital Phenomena

The Alchemy of Meth
A Decomposition
JASON PINE

8 $15.50 $21.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0771-6
9 $61.50 $88.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0770-9
224 pages • 20 b&w photos • Available November 2019
Beyond Education
Radical Studying for Another World
ELI MEYERHOFF

Eli Meyerhoff charts a new course for movements within, against, and beyond the university as we know it.

“Deftly unmasks the engineered ‘romance’ of institutionalized education.” —Erica R. Meiners, Northeastern Illinois University

11 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0202-5
280 pages • 10 b&w photos • 2019

The Price of Nice
How Good Intentions Maintain Educational Inequity
ANGELINA E. CASTAGNO, EDITOR

Scholars explore Niceness in educational spaces to highlight how this seemingly benign quality reinforces structural inequalities, functioning both as a shield to save educators from dismantling inequity and as a disciplining agent for those who consider disrupting structures of dominance.

13 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0566-8
312 pages • 2 tables • Available October 2019

Class Action
Desegregation and Diversity in San Francisco Schools
RAND QUINN

Class Action presents the first comprehensive political history of San Francisco's long struggle over school desegregation in the wake of the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court decision Brown v. Board of Education. Rand Quinn brings a deeper understanding to the multiracial politics of urban education reform.

14 $21.00 $30.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0476-0
15 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0475-3
280 pages • 8 b&w photos • 4 maps • 15 tables • Available January 2020
“A smart, thorough, in-depth examination of the impact of high-stakes competitive high school admissions processes on the young people who engage it.”

—Amanda E. Lewis, coauthor of Despite the Best Intentions

A Contest without Winners

How Students Experience Competitive School Choice

KATE PHILLIPPO

Kate Phillippo follows Chicago students through researching, applying to, and enrolling in public high school, finding that the students are powerful policy actors who redefine competitive choice.

16 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0434-0
17 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0433-3
232 pages • 6 b&w photos • 3 maps • 12 tables • 2019

Learning versus the Common Core

NICHOLAS TAMPIO

An open challenge to Common Core’s drive for uniformity.

18 $5.50 $7.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0779-2
102 pages • 2 tables • 2019
Forerunners: Ideas First Series

Black Boys Apart

Racial Uplift and Respectability in All-Male Public Schools

FREEDEN BLUME OEUR

Pierre Bourdieu Award from the ASA Section on the Sociology of Education; Co-winner of the Oliver Cromwell Cox Book Award from the ASA’s Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities.

19 $19.00 $26.95 paper ISBN 978-0-8166-9646-8
20 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-0-8166-9638-3
272 pages • 2018
What God Is Honored Here?
Writings on Miscarriage and Infant Loss by and for Native Women and Women of Color
SHANNON GIBNEY AND KAO KALIA YANG, EDITORS

What God Is Honored Here? is a literary collection of voices of Indigenous women and women of color who have undergone miscarriage and infant loss, experiences that disproportionately affect women who have often been cast toward the margins in the U.S. With brutal honesty, they write about what it means to reclaim life in the face of death.

“Pregnancy loss experienced by Native women and women of color is both alarmingly common and shamefully devalued—and even criminalized—in America today. (This volume) illuminate(s) an important yet often overlooked aspect of reproductive health, lives, and justice.” —Dorothy Roberts, author of Killing the Black Body

$14.00 $19.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0793-8
288 pages • 5 b&w photos • Available October 2019
Men in Place

Trans Masculinity, Race, and Sexuality in America

MIRIAM J. ABELSON

Miriam J. Abelson conducts in-depth interviews with trans men in the U.S. West, Southeast, and Midwest, showing how the places and spaces men inhabit are fundamental to their experiences of race, sexuality, and gender. *Men in Place* explores the shifting meanings of being a man across cities and in rural areas.

With an eye to how societal institutions promote homophobia, transphobia, and racism, *Men in Place* argues that race and sexuality fundamentally shape safety for men, particularly in rural spaces, and helps us to better understand the ways that gender is created and enforced.

“A must read for scholars interested in masculinity and its meanings across space.”

—C.J. Pascoe, University of Oregon
Fighting for NOW

Diversity and Discord in the National Organization for Women

KELSY KRETSCHEMER

“Exciting . . . examin(es) how infighting, schisms, and factionalism in NOW just might have helped the organization—and the American women’s movement—to survive and remain relevant for so many years.” —Suzanne Staggenborg, University of Pittsburgh

24 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0316-9
25 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0315-2
196 pages • 2 b&w photos • 1 table • 2019

Governance Feminism

Notes from the Field

JANET HALLEY, PRABHA KOTISWARAN, RACHEL REBOUCHÉ, AND HILA SHAMIR, EDITORS

An interdisciplinary, multifaceted look at feminist engagements with governance across the global North and global South, Governance Feminism: Notes from the Field makes sense of the costs and benefits of current feminist realities to reimagine feminist futures.

26 $24.50 $35.00 paper ISBN 978-0-8166-9850-9
27 $98.00 $140.00 cloth ISBN 978-0-8166-9849-3
640 pages • 4 tables • 2019 • See also the preceding volume: z.umn.edu/4gpb

Daring to Be Bad

Radical Feminism in America 1967-1975, Thirtieth Anniversary Edition

ALICE ECHOLS

FOREWORD BY ELLEN WILLIS

This thirtieth anniversary edition of Daring to Be Bad reveals how current debates about race, transgender rights, queer theory, and sexuality echo issues that galvanized and divided feminists fifty years ago.

28 $17.00 $24.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0870-6
456 pages • 8 b&w images • 2019
Fair Trade Rebels
*Coffee Production and Struggles for Autonomy in Chiapas*
LINDSAY NAYLOR

*Fair Trade Rebels* shifts the focus from the abstract concept of fair trade to the perspectives of small farmers. It examines experiences among the campesinos/as of Chiapas, Mexico, who confront inequalities locally in what is really a global corporate agricultural chain.

29 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0578-1
30 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0577-4
280 pages • 23 b&w photos • 2 maps • Available December 2019
Diverse Economies and Livable Worlds Series

Reimagining Livelihoods
*Life beyond Economy, Society, and Environment*
ETHAN MILLER

A provocative reassessment of the concepts underlying the struggle for sustainable development.

“Interesting, imaginative, and extraordinarily well written.”
—Mick Smith, author of *Against Ecological Sovereignty*

31 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0432-6
32 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0431-9
336 pages • 15 b&w photos • 2019
Diverse Economies and Livable Worlds Series

Suspect Communities
*Anti-Muslim Racism and the Domestic War on Terror*
NICOLE NGUYEN

Nicole Nguyen offers a vital window into the inner workings of the U.S. security state and the devastating impact of the CVE program on local communities.

“Useful for scholars and activists alike.” —Arun Kundnani, author of *The Muslims Are Coming!*

33 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0640-5
34 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0639-9
312 pages • 5 b&w photos • Available October 2019
“A necessary and welcome work.”
—Cristina Beltrán, New York University

Producers, Parasites, Patriots
Race and the New Right-Wing Politics of Precarity
DANIEL MARTINEZ HOSANG AND JOSEPH E. LOWNDES

Daniel Martinez HoSang and Joseph E. Lowndes document the changing politics of race and class in the age of Trump across a broad range of phenomena, showing how new forms of racialization work to alter the economic protections of whiteness while promoting some conservatives of color as models of the neoliberal regime.

35 $14.00 $19.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0359-6
36 $56.00 $80.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0358-9
232 pages • 14 b&w photos • 2019

Cyberwar and Revolution
Digital Subterfuge in Global Capitalism
NICK DYER-WITHEFORD AND SVITLANA MATVIYENKO

Confronts cyberwar through Marxist critical theory and psychoanalysis.

37 $17.50 $24.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0411-1
38 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0410-4
240 pages • 2019

The Art of Protest
Culture and Activism from the Civil Rights Movement to the Present, Second Edition
T. V. REED

The second edition of the classic introduction to arts in social movements now includes Black Lives Matter, Occupy Wall Street, and social media.

39 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0621-4
40 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0622-1
528 pages • 20 b&w photos • 2019
“The best study yet of why the bicycle is failing to meet its emancipatory potential.”

—Mimi Sheller, author of Mobility Justice

Cyclescapes of the Unequal City
Bicycle Infrastructure and Uneven Development

JOHN G. STEHLIN

John G. Stehlin traces bicycling as a key policy solution for cities facing the environmental, economic, and social contradictions of the previous century of sprawl. Using case studies from San Francisco, Philadelphia, and Detroit, he argues that bicycle advocacy has reshaped urban growth around a model of livable, environmentally friendly, and innovation-based urban capitalism.

41 $19.00 $27.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0381-7
42 $75.50 $108.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0380-0
312 pages • 24 b&w photos • 11 maps • 9 tables • Available October 2019

Prison Land
Mapping Carceral Power across Neoliberal America

BRETT STORY

From broken-window policing in Detroit to prison-building in Appalachia, exploring the expansion of the carceral state and its oppressive social relations into everyday life.

“Brett Story is a visionary with rigor and heart.” —Rachel Kushner, author of The Mars Room and The Flamethrowers

43 $14.00 $19.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0688-7
44 $56.00 $80.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0687-0
240 pages • 7 b&w photos • 2019
Dead Labor
*Toward a Political Economy of Premature Death*
JAMES TYNER

A groundbreaking consideration of death from capitalism, from the seventeenth to the twenty-first century.

“Important and profoundly unsettling, *Dead Labor* is proof that political economy can be gut-wrenching.” —Geoff Mann, author of *In the Long Run We Are All Dead*

45 $17.50 $25.00 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0363-3
46 $70.00 $100.00 cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0362-6
200 pages • 2019

The Politics of Annihilation
*A Genealogy of Genocide*
BENJAMIN MEICHES

“Benjamin Meiches’s extraordinary genealogy of the notion of genocide since its coinage during World War II is especially welcome, blending empirical cases, historical perspectives, and theoretical considerations in an ideal fashion.” —Samuel Moyn, Yale Law School

47 $19.50 $28.00 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0582-8
48 $78.50 $112.00 cloth  ISBN 978-1-5179-0581-1
344 pages • 2019

Edges of the State
JOHN PROTEVI

This book takes a look at the formation, and edges, of states: their breakdowns and attempts to repair them, and their encounters with non-state peoples. It draws upon anthropology, political philosophy, neuroscience, evolutionary biology, child developmental psychology, and other fields to look at states as projects of constructing “bodies politic,” where the civic and the somatic intersect.

49 $5.50 $7.95 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0796-9
100 pages • 2019 • Forerunners: Ideas First Series
When Time Warps
*The Lived Experience of Gender, Race, and Sexual Violence*
MEGAN BURKE

“Strikingly original and compelling . . . this is critical phenomenology at its best: intersectional, unflinching, revelatory.” —Ann Cahill, Elon University

50 $17.50  $25.00  
51 $70.00  $100.00  
208 pages  •  Available October 2019

Deadly Biocultures
*The Ethics of Life-Making*
NADINE EHLERS AND SHILOH KRUPAR

*Deadly Biocultures* examines the affirmation to hope, target, thrive, secure, and green in the respective biocultures of cancer, race-based health, fatness, aging, and the afterlife. It focuses on practices, technologies, or techniques that ostensibly affirm life and engender a politics of death and erasure.

52 $19.00  $27.00  
53 $75.50  $108.00  
288 pages  •  16 b&w photos  •  Available December 2019

Medical Necessity
*Health Care Access and the Politics of Decision Making*
DANIEL SKINNER

From medical marijuana to mental health to reproductive politics, the concept of medical necessity underscores many divisive debates in American health care. Daniel Skinner argues that sustained political engagement with medical necessity is essential to developing a health care system that meets basic public health objectives.

54 $19.50  $28.00  
55 $78.50  $112.00  
264 pages  •  Available December 2019
Living on Campus

*An Architectural History of the American Dormitory*

CARLA YANNI

An exploration of dormitories that exposes deeply held American beliefs about education, youth, and citizenship.

“An outstanding contribution to the research literature on student life and college residence halls.” —Gregory S. Blimling, author of *Student Learning in College Residence Halls*

57 $98.00 $140.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0455-5
304 pages • 132 b&w photos • 14 color photos • 2019

The Responsive Environment

*Design, Aesthetics, and the Human in the 1970s*

LARRY D. BUSBEA

Larry D. Busbea takes up the concept of environment as an object and method of design at the height of its aesthetic, technical, and discursive elaboration. This book shows how living space was reimagined as a domain capable of modification through input from its newly sensitized inhabitants.

58 $21.00 $30.00 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0710-5
59 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0709-9
344 pages • 116 b&w photos • 10 color photos • Available January 2020

Architectures of the Unforeseen

*Essays in the Occurrent Arts*

BRIAN MASSUMI

“An invaluable contribution to the fields of art history and philosophy by providing a close reading of the interplay between space and embodiment in the works of Greg Lynn, Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, and Simryn Gill . . . highly original.” —Christiane Paul, The New School

60 $21.00 $30.00 paper  ISBN 978-1-5179-0596-5
61 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0595-8
248 pages • 27 b&w photos • 2019
“A rigorous and richly detailed argument about geographies of difference and the praxis of the everyday. A rare and welcome feat.”

—Ananya Roy, coeditor of *Encountering Poverty*

**Everyday Equalities**

*Making Multicultures in Settler Colonial Cities*

RUTH FINCHER, KURT IVESON, HELGA LEITNER, AND VALERIE PRESTON

Four leading scholars in critical urban geography come together to deliver a powerful message about equality in contemporary cities.

**The Decorated Tenement**

*How Immigrant Builders and Architects Transformed the Slum in the Gilded Age*

ZACHARY J. VIOLETTE

“A rich array of unique historical insights into market-driven design, urban building and financing practices, and the consumer desires and aesthetic preferences of immigrant renters grasping for modernity in America.” —**Donna Gabaccia**, University of Toronto
An Ecotopian Lexicon
MATTHEW SCHNEIDER-MAYERSON AND BRENT RYAN BELLAMY, EDITORS
FOREWORD BY KIM STANLEY ROBINSON

This collaborative volume of short, engaging essays offers ecologically productive terms to inspire responses to fossil-fueled neoliberal capitalism.

Bleak Joys
Aesthetics of Ecology and Impossibility
MATTHEW FULLER AND OLGA GORIJUNOVA

A philosophical and cultural distillation of the bleak joys in today’s ambivalent ecologies and patterns of life.

Theory for the World to Come
Speculative Fiction and Apocalyptic Anthropology
MATTHEW J. WOLF-MEYER

Can social theories forge new paths into an uncertain future?

Break Up the Anthropocene
STEVE MENTZ

Takes the singular eco-catastrophic “Age of Man” and redefines this epoch.
The Technique of Thought
Nancy, Laruelle, Malabou, and Stiegler after Naturalism
IAN JAMES

“This book is a tour de force (that) brings together philosophy and science in ways that have been lacking in contemporary continental thought.”—Aurélien Barrau, Laboratory of Subatomic Physics and Cosmology, Université Grenoble Alpes

73 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0429-6
264 pages • 2019

Archives of Infamy
Foucault on State Power in the Lives of Ordinary Citizens
NANCY LUXON, EDITOR
TRANSLATED BY THOMAS SCOTT-RAILTON

“A much-needed guide to one of Michel Foucault’s least familiar but—as it turns out—most consequential works.”—James Schmidt, Boston University

74 $21.00 $30.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0111-0
75 $84.00 $120.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0110-3
384 pages • 3 b&w photos • 2 tables • 2019

Asemic
The Art of Writing
PETER SCHWENGER

The first critical study of writing without language, which proposes new ways of rethinking the nature of writing and exploring how asemic writing has evolved and gained importance today.

76 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0697-9
77 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0696-2
192 pages • 51 b&w photos • 9 color images
Available December 2019

Aesthesis and Perceptronium
On the Entanglement of Sensation, Cognition, and Matter
ALEXANDER WILSON

A new speculative ontology of aesthetics.

79 $78.50 $112.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0659-7
272 pages • Available October 2019
Posthumanities Series, volume 51
Translated Nation

*Rewriting the Dakhóta Oyáte*

CHRISTOPHER PEXA

Translated Nation examines literary works and oral histories by Dakhóta intellectuals, highlighting creative Dakhóta responses to violences of the settler colonial state.

“A valuable contribution to Dakota studies.”
—David Martínez, author of *Life of the Indigenous Mind*

80 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0071-7
81 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0070-0
328 pages • 5 b&w photos • 2019

Queering Colonial Natal

*Indigeneity and the Violence of Belonging in Southern Africa*

T. J. TALLIE

How were indigenous social practices deemed queer and aberrant by colonial forces?

“Sophisticated and brilliant.” —Jodi A. Byrd, author of *The Transit of Empire*

82 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0518-7
83 $70.00 $100.00 cloth ISBN 978-1-5179-0517-0
240 pages • Available October 2019

Afrotopia

FELWINE SARR

TRANSLATED BY DREW S. BURK AND SARAH JONES-BOARDMAN

FOREWORD BY BOATEMA BOATENG

Philosopher Felwine Sarr elaborates Africa’s unique philosophies and notions of communal value and economy deeply rooted in its ancient traditions and landscape.

84 $17.50 $24.95 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0691-7
128 pages • Available December 2019 • A Univocal Book
South American Journals
January–July 1960
ALLEN GINSBERG
EDITED BY MICHAEL SCHUMACHER
85 $21.00 $29.95 cloth/jacket
344 pages • 8 b&w photos
Available November 2019

Magical Realism for Non-Believers
A Memoir of Finding Family
ANIKA FAJARDO
A compelling story set against the changing backdrops of Colombia and the American Midwest.
86 $16.00 $22.95 cloth/jacket
208 pages • 2019

Hope in the Struggle
A Memoir
JOSIE R. JOHNSON
WITH CAROLYN HOLBROOK AND ARLETA LITTLE
On seven remarkable decades of fighting for fairness in voting, housing, education, and employment.
87 $15.50 $21.95 cloth/jacket
240 pages • 29 b&w photos • 2019

In the Night of Memory
A Novel
LINDA LEGARDE GROVER
Two lost sisters find family, and themselves, among the voices of an Ojibwe reservation.
“Shouldn’t be missed.” —Library Journal
88 $16.00 $22.95 cloth/jacket
ISBN 978-1-5179-0650-4
224 pages • 2019

The Complete and Original Norwegian Folktales of Asbjørnsen and Moe
PETER CHRISTEN ASBJØRNSEN AND JØRGEN MOE
TRANSLATED BY TIINA NUNNALLY
FOREWORD BY NEIL GAIMAN
89 $24.50 $34.95 cloth/jacket
344 pages • 2 b&w photos • 2019

Swede Hollow
A Novel
OLA LARSMO
TRANSLATED BY TIINA NUNNALLY
A riveting saga immersed in the gritty, dark side of Swedish immigrant life in America in the early twentieth century
90 $19.00 $26.95 cloth/jacket
328 pages • Available October 2019
Star Wars after Lucas
A Critical Guide to the Future of the Galaxy
DAN GOLDING
Politics, craft, and cultural nostalgia in the remaking of Star Wars for a new age.

91 $15.50 cloth/jacket
264 pages • 17 b&w photos • 2019

Bad Film Histories
Ethnography and the Early Archive
KATHERINE GROO
A daring, deep investigation into ethnographic cinema that breaks important new ground in understanding archives.

92 $19.50 paper
376 pages • 30 b&w photos • 2019

Metaphysical Experiments
Physics and the Invention of the Universe
BJØRN EKEBERG
A critical history of contemporary physics.

94 $17.50 paper
212 pages • 6 b&w photos • 2019

Debates in the Digital Humanities 2019
MATTHEW K. GOLD AND LAUREN F. KLEIN, EDITORS

96 $24.50 paper
ISBN 978-1-5179-0693-1
472 pages • 32 b&w photos • 2 tables • 2019

Unapologetic Beauty
JOANNA FRUEH
PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRANCES MURRAY
A startlingly powerful collaboration reimagines female beauty.

98 $17.50 paper
ISBN 978-1-5179-0656-6
136 pages • 23 b&w photos • 17 color photos • 2019

Glissant and the Middle Passage
Philosophy, Beginning, Abyss
JOHN E. DRABINSKI
A reevaluation of Édouard Glissant.

100 $19.00 paper
264 pages • 2019 • Thinking Theory Series
Organize
TIMON BEYES, LISA CONRAD, AND REINHOLD MARTIN
AFTERWORD BY GEERT LOVINK AND NED ROSSITER
A pioneering systematic inquiry into—and mapping of—the field of media and organization.

102 $12.50 $18.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0805-8
116 pages • 4 b&w photos • Available October 2019
In Search of Media Series

Remain
IOANA B. JUCAN, JUSSI PARIKKA, AND REBECCA SCHNEIDER
Engaging with remains and remainders of media cultures.

104 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0648-1
128 pages • 26 b&w photos • 2019
In Search of Media Series

Communication
PAULA BIALSKI, FINN BRUNTON, AND MERCEDES BUNZ
On contemporary communication in its various human and nonhuman forms.

106 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0647-4
126 pages • 2 b&w photos • 2019
In Search of Media Series

Archives
ANDREW LISON, MARCELL MARS, TOMISLAV MEDAK, AND RICK PRELINGER
How digital networks and services bring the issues of archives out of the realm of institutions and into the lives of everyday users.

94 pages • 2019 • In Search of Media Series

Machine
THOMAS PRINGLE, GERTRUD KOCH, AND BERNARD STIEGLER
On the social consequences of machines.

105 $17.50 $25.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0649-8
118 pages • 5 b&w photos • 2019
In Search of Media Series

Anti-Electra
The Radical Totem of the Girl
ELISABETH VON SAMSONOW
TRANSLATED BY ANITA FRICEK AND STEPHEN ZEPKE
Examining the relationship between media, art, and the “Electra complex.”

107 $16.00 $23.00 paper ISBN 978-1-5179-0713-6
256 pages • 6 b&w photos • 2019 • A Univocal Book
Enter quantity of each title and edition desired (c=cloth; hc=hardcover; p=paper)
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